EFI Pace Purchase Order Module

When purchasing becomes an integrated piece of your MIS, efficiency and accuracy are extended throughout.

The EFI Pace Purchase Order module allows you to manage all of your purchasing activities, while automatically integrating with your production and accounting Pace modules that depend on it for accurate and up-to-date information.

**Automate and Simplify**

With the Purchase Order module, tracking purchases becomes automated and management becomes simple. The module allows you to configure your system to leverage key user defaults like the status, line type and quantity to order/receive. This configuration helps streamline the data entry process and also helps maintain purchasing controls.

**Integration: Accounts Payable**

Accounts Payable integration simplifies your bill paying operations by automatically leveraging data already entered into the Purchase Order module. Once the user specifies a vendor, he or she simply selects a bill from a list for that vendor. Various reports help the user determine which bills to pay and when.

**Integration: Inventory**

Inventory integration insures you have accurate on-order and on-hand quantities for all of your inventory items.

**Integration: Scheduling**

Arranging an accurate schedule is difficult without visibility into the status of materials being purchased. With integration between the Purchase Order and Scheduling modules, your scheduling process becomes more accurate. When you are able to schedule downstream processes based on receipt dates of purchases, you can minimize confusion and optimize the flow of jobs through your facility.
For more information about EFI Pace, please visit www.efi.com/pace or call 1-800-875-7117.
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